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Abstract 
 

Title: Teacher Choice-Allocation of Delayed Treatment Outcomes Based on 

Severity of Student Problem Behavior    

Author: Natalia Victoria Colón 

Advisor: Kimberly Sloman, Ph.D. 

Delay discounting is the systematic preference for smaller, sooner rewards 

over larger, later rewards, particularly as the delay to the larger, later reward is 

increased. It is used to explain impulsivity. Monetary rewards have been most 

frequently studied; however, impulsivity has also been represented with behavioral 

treatment outcomes for maladaptive behavior where a caregiver is responsible for 

its implementation (Call et al., 2015; Scheithauer et al., 2020). Maladaptive 

behavior is a common concern among families with autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD). Long-term improvements are not uncommon in behavior analysis. It may 

be detrimental to client gains if caregivers discount longer acting behavior change. 

The present study implemented a temporal discounting procedure to assess the 

effects of larger, delayed reinforcer value in the form of delayed treatment 

outcomes using video-based hypothetical vignettes consisting of college students 

acting as teachers to students with ASD and differences in severity of maladaptive 

behavior. This study also assessed delayed monetary rewards for comparison. 
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Using a between-groups design, no significant differences were found in the 

discounting rate for treatment outcomes based on severity of maladaptive behavior 

(mild or severe), nor were the discounting rates significantly different for monetary 

rewards. However, participants did discount both commodities by delay. 

Implications for future research are explored. 

Keywords: behavioral economics, behavioral treatments, delay discounting, 

education, problem behavior, severity, treatment adherence, impulsivity, self-

control 
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Chapter 1                                                                                                           

Introduction: Teacher Choice-Allocation of Delayed Treatment Outcomes 

Based on Severity of Student Problem Behavior 

According to a survey of 20,000 public school teachers conducted by 

Scholastic Inc. and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (2013), behavior 

problems that interfere with learning have worsened for 62% of teachers who have 

been working in the same school for at least 5 years. Additionally, over 40% of 

teachers reported feeling “not at all prepared” or “only somewhat prepared” to 

manage behavioral problems in the classroom (Greenberg et al., 2014). Overall, it 

is estimated that 1-7% of students engage in chronic disruptive behavior (Sugai et 

al., 2000); approximately 10-15% of those with a developmental disorder also 

engage in some kind of problem behavior (Emerson et al., 2001). 

Behavior analytic interventions can address the concerns presented when 

students engage in challenging behavior. Because of the positive correlation 

between behavioral difficulties and academic difficulties (Warmbold-Brann et al., 

2017), tackling one problem may reduce issues in the other area. Gaastra et al. 

(2016) reviewed 24 within-subject designs and 76 single-subject design studies that 

implemented either antecedent based, consequence based, self-regulation 

interventions or a mix of these to reduce off-task and disruptive behavior in 

students with ADHD. Results showed that the interventions were effective in 

reducing inappropriate behavior while also improving academic outcomes. Trusell 
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and colleagues (2008) found changes in classroom routines and teaching behavior 

resulted in improvement in student problem behavior; however, when combined 

with an individualized behavior plan based on functional behavior assessment, 

improvement increased even further. Combined, these findings provide evidence 

for the conclusion that function-based treatments are more successful than those 

that are not (Gaastra, et al., 2016). The use of behavior analysis in the classroom 

setting can help lead to both academic and behavioral improvement. 

Because students spend much of their time in educational settings, it is 

important to train teachers to implement behavior analytic interventions. Teachers 

who had more knowledge of behavior analysis were more likely to use it in their 

classrooms and hold a more positive attitude toward applied behavior analysis 

(ABA) (McCormick, 2011). Koegel et al. (1997) found improvement in 12 children 

with ASD generally only occurred if the teacher had been trained to high criterion 

in behavior modification procedures; the skills taught to the teachers were also 

generalized across responses and stimuli. In other words, the teachers were using 

the skills taught to them in novel situations. Grey et al. (2005) trained 11 teachers 

to conduct a functional assessment and design a behavior intervention plan for one 

behavior of a single student with ASD. The intervention saw about an 80% 

difference in frequency of targeted behaviors. These studies demonstrate that when 

teachers are competently trained, they can implement behavior analytic 
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interventions with high success. Teachers have the potential to be reliable and 

consistent implementers when given the right tools to success. 

Treatment Adherence 

If a treatment is not being implemented consistently in the classroom 

setting, then it is unlikely that treatment goals will be met. If there is more 

motivation for the immediate cessation of problem behavior, one may not adhere to 

a treatment plan, regardless of the consequences and thus affecting treatment 

success (i.e., reinforcing problem behavior stops it momentarily, but makes it more 

likely to occur again in the future). Treatment adherence refers to whether a 

treatment is being implemented on a consistent basis (Allen & Warzak, 2000). The 

discounting of longer acting, albeit delayed behavior change effects has been 

presented as a likely contributor to treatment non-adherence. For example, people 

likely have a prior learning history of symptoms improving fast and of receiving 

treatment advice that yields results relatively quickly (e.g., medicine can take less 

than 24 hours for symptoms to improve). Health professionals become 

discriminative stimuli for the availability of these quick improvements because 

patients gain access to medication, in some cases exclusively, from them. 

Unfortunately, many effective behavioral treatments take time to see results. For 

example, it often takes at least 6 months of consistent implementation to see 

improvement in severe problem behavior (Call et al., 2015). As a result, people are 

more likely to follow a medical doctor’s orders than those of a behavior specialist 
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(Moore & Symons, 2009). When people are accustomed to minimal response effort 

(e.g., taking a single pill every 12 hours) and dense reinforcement schedules (e.g., 

analgesic properties activate in half an hour) delayed symptom improvements can 

threaten the reinforcing value of long-term outcomes. This can reduce treatment 

adherence to behavioral interventions because the value of delayed outcomes are 

diminished. When improvements are delayed, adherence behaviors undergo 

extinction because following the treatment would gain access to no immediate 

reinforcement. 

Teachers may be particularly susceptible to discounting the value of 

delayed treatment outcomes because they have the responsibility of teaching large 

groups of students, many of whom may also present with challenging behaviors. 

Often times, teachers are not fully equipped to manage challenging behavior. 

Teachers may respond to problem behavior reactively, implementing punishment 

procedures with little knowledge in behavior management (Ducharme & Shecter, 

2011). Attempts at reducing disruptive behavior in the classroom, such as the 

overuse of reprimands, may worsen the behavior (Chaffee et al., 2017). 

Therefore, it is imperative to identify how long one is willing to engage in a 

response (e.g., following a program plan) or to wait in order to access a reinforcer 

(e.g., symptom improvement). Clinicians must know whether program 

implementers (e.g., parents, teachers, therapists) require additional training and 

support to establish delayed reinforcers before it begins to negatively affect the 
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outcomes of the primary client. Because behavior may worsen before getting better, 

(e.g., more intense, frequent, or severe problem behavior during an extinction burst, 

which can occur at the start of extinction procedures), it may appear at face value 

that a behavioral treatment is not working, while the opposite is true. Clinicians can 

present extinction bursts as reinforcers to program implementers to increase the 

likelihood that an intervention is adhered to (Allen & Warzak, 2000), effectively 

maintaining motivation for the longer-term reduction in maladaptive behavior. 

Because behavioral problems in students may be a contributing factor to teacher 

stress and burnout; a student’s limited skill acquisition, and limited participation in 

the community and in peer groups (Chaffee et al., 2017; Call et al., 2015), more 

research in this area and for this population is needed. 

Delay Discounting 

Delay discounting is a systematic bias in which the longer it takes to receive 

a reward, the less valuable that reward becomes, even when that reward is in one’s 

best interest (Lattal, 2010; Mazur, 1987; Myerson & Green, 1995; Rachlin & 

Green, 1972; Rachlin et al., 1991). Delay discounting has been used as a measure 

for studying self-control and impulsive behaviors. Steep discounting of rewards is 

associated with more impulsivity. Typically, humans are more likely to opt for the 

smaller reward smaller, sooner in lieu of the larger, later reward (Call et al., 2015). 

Most of the literature on delay discounting used hypothetical monetary rewards 

(Rachlin et al., 1991), though other studies have also used food (Estle et al., 2007; 
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Odum & Rainaud, 2003), cigarettes (Odum & Baumann, 2007), and other drugs of 

abuse (Yi et al., 2010). However, few studies have examined the discounting of 

delayed behavioral treatment outcomes.  

The few studies that have addressed the need for research on the systematic 

assessment of delayed behavioral treatment outcomes consisted of both 

hypothetical teachers and parents in one previous study (Scheithauer et al., 2020), 

and by actual parents exclusively in one other study (Call et al., 2015). The former 

study presented hypothetical scenarios to college undergraduates, assessing the 

effects of caregiver role (i.e., parent vs teacher) and child behavior (i.e., severe vs 

mild) on delayed treatment outcomes. The researchers found that participants 

discounted monetary rewards more steeply than treatment outcomes with no 

significant differences in discounting delayed treatment outcomes between the 

scenario groups. In other words, the participants were more willing to wait longer 

for treatment outcomes than for money, regardless of their hypothetical role and 

child behavior. In the latter study, parents were offered hypothetical treatments for 

their child’s severe problem behavior (e.g., aggression, disruptions, self-injurious 

behavior). Results of the study showed that participants discounted both delayed 

treatment outcomes and monetary rewards with no significant difference. The value 

of behavioral treatment outcomes decreased the longer it took to get results, which 

is consistent with much of the literature in general on delay discounting. 
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It is an issue that there are only so few studies on the discounting of 

behavioral interventions. It is important to have many different commodities 

examined in delay discounting literature. This allows researchers to determine if 

delay discounting is a trait variable (i.e., is due to between-person differences) or if 

it depends on the commodity, also referred to as a state variable (i.e., is due to 

within-person differences). Previous research has found a positive relationship 

between discounting of many different commodities and discounting of monetary 

rewards (Odum, 2011a), suggesting it to be a trait variable. However, other 

literature has proposed that delay sensitivity is dependent upon the commodity 

(Weatherly et al., 2010). If delay discounting is considered a trait variable, then it is 

less malleable to change because the perceived value of delayed rewards is more 

stable over time. For example, if an individual discounts both money and food 

steeply, then it is a trait variable because the individual is discounting in the same 

way across different contexts. Interventions for delay discounting as a trait variable 

would have to result in more immediate outcomes, but the effects of the 

intervention may generalize to other commodities. On the other hand, if delay 

discounting is a state variable, it may be easier to change, but each commodity may 

require its own intervention as the way one discounts one commodity does not 

predict discounting of other commodities.  

Specifically, Scheithauer et al. (2020) provided support for discounting to 

be commodity dependent because money was discounted more steeply than 
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treatment outcomes. However, Call et al. (2015) found support for delay 

discounting to be a trait variable since both the delayed treatment outcomes and 

monetary rewards were discounted relatively equally. Because of the differences in 

results in addition to how this research could positively benefit society, replication 

of studies that used behavioral interventions as the primary commodity should be 

considered necessary. 

The Effects of Maladaptive Behavior 

Other literature outside of delay discounting has shown that adult behavior 

is influenced by differences in severity of student problem behavior (Frentz & 

Kelley, 1986; Carr et al., 1991). When teaching students with more severe problem 

behaviors (i.e., tantrums, aggression, self-injury), teachers were more likely to 

engage in avoidance behaviors by limiting instruction to tasks correlated with lower 

rates of problem behavior, whereas students who engaged in little to no problem 

behavior received a wider breadth of instruction and more often than those who 

engaged in problem behavior (Carr et al., 1991), demonstrating that student 

behavior can affect adult behavior. Additionally, parents rated behavioral 

treatments to be significantly more acceptable when applied to more severe 

problem behavior than when compared to less severe problem behavior (Frentz & 

Kelley, 1986). These studies show that differences in severity of child problem 

behavior can ultimately result in differences in adult behavior. In other studies, 

challenging behavior was correlated with higher reports of stress among parents 
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and teachers (Osborne & Reed, 2009; Greene et al., 2002). This may present a 

motivating operation to engage in the behavior that is quicker in ending the 

aversive event (e.g., giving in to problem behavior). 

The present study investigated whether the severity of student problem 

behavior can influence educators to discount delayed behavioral treatment 

outcomes and whether they will discount monetary rewards the same way. The use 

of both treatment outcomes and money as commodities helps determine if delay 

discounting is a trait variable as previous literature is mixed (Call et al., 2015). The 

present study used a design from Scheithauer et al. (2020). However, this study 

differs in three ways from its predecessor. First, vignettes in which the participants 

serve as parents were not provided as this study focused on the classroom setting. 

Second, the treatment outcomes vignettes were given in video format rather than 

text. This helps to determine whether videos can result in more accurate responding 

relative to literature that did not include videos as a salient feature. In particular, the 

use of videos may have aided in both attending to the study as well as increasing 

salience of the vignettes exhibited because visuals of the scenarios are more 

realistic than text. Speaking to human phylogeny, Williams of the University of 

Rochester’s Center for Visual Science says, “More than fifty-percent of the cortex, 

the surface of the [human] brain, is devoted to processing visual information” 

(Hagen, 2012). It may come as no surprise then that videos have been found to 

increase engagement and recall (Dirkin et al., 2005). Humans may be better 
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engineered for visual information, making videos an ideal format for the current 

study. 

The third difference between this study and its predecessor is that the 

students’ behaviors were not in the same topographical category. This was to 

promote differentiation in responding between assessment conditions. The 

vignettes used in Scheithauer et al.’s (2020) study consisted of behaviors that were 

more similar in nature. Both students in the mild and severe behavior vignettes 

engaged in aggression and disruptions of some kind. Ensuring that the students’ 

behaviors were not similar topographies may have also increased salience. 

Although Scheithauer et al. (2020) did not find any significant differences between 

severity of problem behavior and discounting of treatment outcomes, the present 

study investigated the question further as other literature has shown evidence that 

differences in severity affects adult responding in other contexts. Results of the 

current study informs treatment recommendations by examining the motivating 

operations that affect treatment adherence. 

While the rewards and scenarios referred to in the present study are entirely 

hypothetical, prior research has found that there is no significant difference in the 

way people discounted real and hypothetical rewards (Johnson & Bickel, 2002; 

Lagorio & Madden, 2005; Madden et al., 2003; Madden et al., 2004). Most of the 

rewards included in the literature on delay discounting are entirely hypothetical. 
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Therefore, it poses a minimal barrier, if any, to the study to have used hypothetical 

rewards and scenarios. 
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Chapter 2 

Method 

Participants 

A total of 108 college students participated in this study. Undergraduates 

enrolled in psychology courses had the opportunity to receive course credit 

by participating in studies selected from a list. Participants were also offered the 

opportunity to win a raffle for gift cards. The minimum age of participants 

was 18 years old. Participants completed two discounting assessments (treatment 

outcomes and monetary rewards). 43 participants had acceptable data from both 

assessments. Of these 43 participants, 48.2% were Caucasian, 3.8% were Asian, 

1.8% were African-American, 8.9% were Hispanic/Latino, 1.8% were Native 

American, and 5.4% were other. The average age of participants was 22 years old. 

Most participants had expressed little (44.1%) to moderate experience with 

behavioral interventions (32.1%).  

Procedures 

The study was hosted on Qualtrics®. Informed consent was obtained online 

before assessing the study. Demographic information was collected, including 

whether participants have experience with behavioral interventions. Participants 

then completed the monetary discounting assessment and the treatment discounting 

assessment, administered in random order. The present study used a between-

groups design; participants experienced only one vignette condition. The delayed 
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treatment outcome discounting assessment consisted of hypothetical vignettes that 

differ based on the severity of the hypothetical student’s maladaptive behavior (i.e., 

mild or severe). The two categories of vignettes differed across three areas: (1) 

frequency of the problem behaviors, (2) topographies of the problem behaviors, and 

(3) the social repercussions of the problem behaviors. Improvement in the 

maladaptive behavior was presented as percentages (i.e., 80% improvement in the 

student’s behavior). All questions were presented in a multiple choice format in 

which the first option was the immediate reward and the second option was the 

delayed reward.  

Vignettes for the treatment outcome assessment were provided in video 

format with the frequency, topography, and consequences of the behaviors 

described. Vignettes included portrayals of a child who engages in aggression 

and/or disruptive behavior. The instructions for the treatment outcome assessment 

are below:  

For this study, pretend you are a teacher responsible for the implementation 

of a behavioral intervention for one student with problem behavior. You 

will watch a video portraying the student and his behavior. After the video, 

you will be asked to select one of two treatment packages; one offers short-

term improvement in the student’s behavior and the other more long-term 

improvement, but no immediate results.  
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The video for the severe behavior condition was borrowed from the 2007 

film, Hold Me Tight, Let Me Go (Longinotto, 2007, 22:00). The video for the mild 

behavior vignette was a YouTube video clip (Mr Tony 19, 2013). The following 

information was added to the beginning of the severe behavior clip for the purposes 

of this study:   

Charlie, your student, is a 10-year old boy with Autism. There are six other 

students, plus you and two aides. Charlie throws chairs and tables, 

scratches, punches, and kicks others 15-20 times per day. Due to the 

property destruction and aggression, staff members and students have 

suffered serious damage and 2 previous aids have quit. Injuries included 

concussions, bruising, and open wounds. Charlie has had little to no 

academic improvement in 3 months. Instruction time is spent managing his 

behavior.   

The information below was also added to the mild behavior vignette:  

Dan, your student in the red shirt, is a 10-year old boy with Autism. There 

are six other students in the classroom. Dan talks during class lecture, 

distracts peers, and gets out of his seat 5-10 times per day. Dan has failed to 

make some academic goals. His disruptive behavior interferes with his 

learning and that of his peers.  
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Question format for the treatment outcomes assessment followed this 

example: Would you prefer a behavioral intervention for Dan that results in 100% 

improvement in his problem behavior immediately or 100% improvement 

following one week? Immediate behavioral improvement progressed as follows: 

100%, 99%, 96%, 92%, 85%, 80%, 75%, 70%, 65%, 60%, 55%, 50%, 45%, 40%, 

35%, 30%, 25%, 20%, 15%, 10%, 8%, 6%, 4%, 2%, 1%, 0.5%, and 0.1%. The 

delays were 1 week, 2 weeks, 1 month, 6 months, 1 year, 3 years, and 10 years. The 

delayed outcome value remained at 100%. Once all immediate treatment outcome 

values were presented, the delay changed. The participants were able to replay the 

video as needed.  

The instructions for the monetary assessment were as follows:  

You will be asked to make decisions about money: to choose money that 

you can get immediately or can get after some length of time has passed. 

For each choice, select the one you would rather have. The money that you 

select will not be given to you, but make your selections as if you were 

actually going to receive the money.   

The first selection was then presented with a monetary reward accessible straight 

away or after some delay (e.g., Would you prefer to receive $1,000 immediately or 

$1,000 after a week?). The immediate rewards decreased in the following manner 

across all delays: $1,000, $990, $960, $920, $850, $800, $750, $700, $650, $600, 

$550, $500, $450, $400, $350, $300, $250, $200, $150, $100, $80, $60, $40, $20, 
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$10, $5, and $1. The constant ($1,000) delayed reward began at a 1-week delay 

followed by 2 weeks, 1 month, 6 months, 1 year, 3 years, and 10 years. The delay 

increased after all immediate monetary values were presented. 

Data Analysis 

Participants were excluded for incomplete data and/or unreliable responding 

as per the criteria set forth by Johnson and Bickel (2008),  

1) if any indifference point (starting with the second delay) was greater than 

the preceding indifference point by a magnitude greater than 20% of the 

larger later reward (i.e., $200); 2) if the last (i.e., 25-year) indifference point 

was not less than the first (1 day or 1 week, depending on the study) 

indifference point by at least a magnitude equal to 10% of the larger later 

reward (i.e., $100). (p. 5)   

This process ensured the validity of the experiment remained strong by removing 

non-systematic data. In other words, participants that did not show a sensitivity to 

delay were removed from analyses.  

For each discounting assessment and participant, indifference points were 

calculated by taking the average of the last immediate reward chosen and the first 

delayed reward selected for each delay period. This indicates the proportion of the 

value the delayed reward maintains following the delay. For example, an 

indifference point of $800 at one week means that the $1,000 delayed reward only 

kept 80% of its reinforcing value when having to wait one week for it.   
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There are generally two ways researchers can calculate participants’ degree 

of discounting. The present study used both methods. The first technique involves 

measuring the area under the curve (AUC). The AUC is calculated by graphing 

each indifference point (Myerson et al., 2001); a smaller AUC indicates more 

discounting. The other method, referred to as the hyperbolic model, consists of a 

mathematical computation: [V=A/(1+kD)], in which V is the discounted value of the 

reward, A is the undiscounted value of the reward, k is the discounting rate, and D 

is the delay. This equation is used to solve for k, the discounting rate. It also 

accounts for greater variability in the data when compared to other equations used 

to analyze discounting data (Odum, 2011b). Additionally, an R2 value was also 

calculated to see how much the participant’s data conforms to the expected values 

with the mathematical equation. Median AUC, k, and R2 values were calculated 

across both vignette conditions and discounting assessments.  

The Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted to determine if there was a 

significant difference between the degree of fit to the discounting model (R2) and 

discounting of treatment (k as well as AUC) for both vignette conditions, similar to 

Scheithauer et al. (2020). Additionally, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to 

ascertain whether there were significant differences between the treatment and 

monetary assessments’ degree of discounting and model fit. The Spearman’s 

correlation was used as well to verify whether the degree to which participants 
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discounted treatment outcomes is related to the degree in which they discount 

money.   
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Chapter 3 

Results 

For the remaining 43 participants who were not excluded from this study, 

18 were in the mild group and 25 were in the severe group. While the remaining 

participants met inclusionary criteria, some participants’ indifference points 

increased with delay, although not enough to warrant exclusion from this study 

(See Fig. 6). This occurred with both discounting assessments and both vignette 

groups. No significant difference in the degree of discounting between vignette 

groups on the treatment outcomes assessment was found for both the AUC 

(p=.749) and k value (p= .73, see Table 1). No significant differences were found 

between groups for the AUC (p=.475) and k value (p=.085) on the monetary 

discounting assessment.   

However, there was a significant negative relationship between monetary k 

values and the AUC for the severe discounting assessment (r2 = .102, p = .05, CI= -

.899, .110) as well as the AUC for the mild group (r2 = .206, p = .05, CI= -.262, 

.005), indicating that as k values on the monetary assessment increased, the AUC 

for either group decreased. A significant positive relationship was also found 

between the monetary k values and the severe group’s k values (r2 = .033, p = .05, 

CI= -.300, .747), suggesting that as the monetary k values increased, so did the k 

values on the severe discounting assessment. This finding is consistent with the 

AUC and k value’s inverse relationship. Significant positive relationships were also 
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found between both groups AUC and the monetary AUC (r2 = .118, p = .05, CI= -

.066, .813 for severe; r2 = .298, p = .019, CI= .091, .887 for mild, see Table 3).  

Because no significant differences were found between the vignette groups, 

further analyses involved consolidated data sets to compare the discounting of 

behavioral interventions and money as a whole. A Wilcoxon signed rank test 

revealed no statistically significant differences between the monetary and treatment 

outcomes AUC and k values (p =.94 for AUC; p =.32 for k).  However, the 

Wilcoxon signed rank test found a statistically significant difference in the 

goodness of fit between the monetary and treatment outcomes assessments (Z =-

2.02, p =.044). No other differences were found using this test. Participants did not 

discount one commodity significantly more than the other (Monetary: Mdn 

AUC=.2304, Mdn k=.0575; Treatment: Mdn AUC= .2833, Mdn k=.0665, p=.942 

for AUC, p=.322 for k, see Table 2). Overall, responding on each assessment and 

between assessments were undifferentiated, although participants generally 

discounted both commodities as the delay increased (see Fig. 1-6).   

While there were no significant differences between groups on the treatment 

outcomes assessment, visual analysis of Figure 1 indicates that the mild group 

discounted relatively more steeply than the severe group, contrary to hypotheses. 

This suggests that participants were willing to wait longer for behavioral 

improvement in a child with severe maladaptive behavior relative to those 

responsible for implementing a behavioral treatment for a child with mild 
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challenging behavior. On the other hand, all participants did indeed discount money 

in about the same way with no statistically significant difference across groups, but 

a visual analysis of Figure 2 indicates that the severe group discounted money more 

steeply relative to the mild group. However, conclusions made via visual analysis 

must be taken with philosophic doubt as the results are not statistically significant.   
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

Overall, the data suggests that college students acting as teachers 

responsible for implementing a behavioral intervention in hypothetical video 

vignettes discount treatment outcomes. However, the data did not significantly 

differ based on the severity of the problem behavior exhibited in the videos by one 

child with ASD. The college students did not discount money any more differently 

than they discounted treatment outcomes. The first finding supports existing 

literature (Call et al., 2015; Scheithauer et al, 2020) in that behavioral interventions 

also are discounted by delay as many other commodities are. The results resemble 

those of Scheithauer et al. (2020); no systematic differences were identified 

between groups. The current study also expanded on earlier research by including 

video-based vignettes rather than text alone. There is limited research, if any, on the 

effects of videos on discounting rates. Much of the delay discounting literature is 

hypothetical; however, there is also little research on discounting of behavioral 

treatment outcomes. In this case, the commodity can only be examined and 

delivered hypothetically (e.g., you can’t deliver behavioral improvement 

immediately in the real world), whereas monetary rewards can be delivered in-vivo. 

Therefore, examining the differences in discounting rates between hypothetical 

rewards and real-world commodities cannot be made when the commodity of 

interest is behavioral treatment outcomes. Analogues must be used; videos may be 
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a good bridge between hypothetical and real-world. While this study did not find 

differentiation in participants’ responses, potential explanations for why, 

limitations, and avenues for future research are discussed. 

Limitations 

More than half of the participants were excluded due to either exclusionary 

criteria (Johnson & Bickel, 2008) or due to incomplete data. Participants may have 

been motivated to participate for the course credit or gift cards, regardless if they 

responded accurately. Because the study was done entirely online, no experimenter 

was present to answer questions and participants had access to competing 

reinforcers on a concurrent schedule. In other words, participants could either 

continue the study or engage in other activities. For example, a participant may 

have chosen to play video games instead of completing the study. This may have 

reduced motivation to complete the assessments. Due to the reduction in 

participants, there were more data sets for the severe group than the mild group. 

This could have affected the outcome of the results. A larger sample size is needed 

to better investigate the relationship between discounting of monetary rewards and 

behavioral interventions. 

While participants had contact with money in the past, a majority of 

participants indicated they had limited to no existing learning history with 

behavioral interventions. Prior exposure to reinforcers effects responding. Studies 

have found that the more experienced one is with the commodity, the more one is 
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impulsive with that commodity (Adams et al, 2017: Buono et al, 2017).  For 

example, Adams et al (2017) concluded that heavy alcohol drinkers discounted 

alcohol more steeply than light drinkers. Buono et al. (2017) found that the more 

time spent gaming correlated with higher discounting rates of gaming time. In this 

case, it is possible that the differences in experience with behavioral interventions 

affected participants’ discounting rates. Specifically, those with less experience 

with behavioral interventions may have been more susceptible to discounting 

treatment outcomes steeply, opposite to other commodities studied. This is 

hypothesized because the more one is experienced with behavioral interventions, 

the more time they have had to see the long-term benefits. Future studies can 

address the issue of pre-exposure by using two groups - one familiar with 

behavioral interventions and one not experienced with behavioral interventions - to 

best ascertain the effects of prior exposure to a reinforcer on discounting. The 

discrimination of the effects of behavioral improvement (e.g., 30% improvement in 

behavior versus 65% improvement in behavior) is likely difficult to accomplish 

without previous experience. However, video-based vignettes were provided as a 

visual to support the information described in the vignettes to potentially 

circumvent the issue of a lack of a learning history with behavioral interventions. 

While there are no significant differences in this study, video-based scenarios 

should continue to be used in the delay discounting of behavioral treatment 

outcomes literature. With additional investigations, videos may be shown to be 
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particularly beneficial when using a sample of participants that are not in the same 

role in the real world as they are in the scenarios, and when those participants have 

a weak learning history, if any, with behavioral interventions. 

Another aspect of this study to consider is the wording of the questions. 

While percentages are regularly used to report behavioral improvement in clinical 

contexts, participants may have interpreted its meaning differently (e.g., 10% 

improvement in frequency versus 10% improvement in intensity). Further research 

can examine the differences in discounting behavioral interventions using various 

behavioral dimensions. While the content of the discounting questions may have 

affected responses, the content of the videos used may have also impacted the 

discounting rates. That is, although the forms of the target behavior varied across 

vignettes, the reaction of the teachers may affect the participants’ interpretation of 

the intensity of the problem behavior. Teachers in both vignettes were shown 

applying reprimands and attempting to ‘talk down’ the child from engaging in 

further problem behavior. Neither of the teachers in the vignettes were shown 

implementing an effective behavioral intervention. These attempts at de-escalation 

may have been the only frame of reference for children with problem behavior for 

some participants. Future studies can examine the effects of modeling typical 

teacher behaviors in response to child problem behavior against that of a teacher 

implementing an effective behavioral intervention on discounting rates. 
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Another clinical variable that could affect discounting of behavioral 

interventions is the response effort to implement the intervention (e.g., physical 

guidance vs safety holds vs vocal prompting). While this study examined severity 

of problem behavior on discounting of treatment outcomes, it is possible that the 

associated response effort with each level of severity controlled the responses. 

When a client engages in more severe problem behavior, it is likely that the 

behavior intervention plan for that individual involves more physical management, 

whereas a person with mild problem behavior may have less physical management 

in their treatment plan. For example, a child who engages in self-injurious behavior 

in the form of hitting the head with closed fists may be required to be put in a 

restraining hold to prevent any additional serious damage. This hold can be 

implemented for as long as the child continues to attempt to self-hit and at times 

may require switching staff who are implementing the procedure due to the effort 

of the response. On the other hand, a child who throws items occasionally may 

respond to a vocal instruction to stop and/or to pick them up; there is less effort 

exerted. Without examining this specific variable, it can be a potential confound in 

this study. Identifying the variables in which stakeholders and clients discount 

behavioral treatments provides clinicians with a more nuanced understanding of 

how to best assist their clients. 
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Future Research 

While the current study used a between-subjects design, future studies can 

explore delay discounting using a within-subjects design. A between-subjects 

design may not address relative behavior severity as participants were only exposed 

to one level of severity. Particularly, a within-subjects design can better investigate 

the question of whether delay discounting is a state or trait variable. In a within-

subjects design, participants can serve as their own control, so any differences in 

one’s responding can be better attributed to the change in the external environment, 

while similar patterns of responding can be better explained by their internal 

environment. However, carry over effects and fatigue are things to be cautious of if 

implementing a within-subjects design for a delay discounting paradigm. 

An additional area to investigate is the discounting of behavioral 

interventions based on whether the problem behaviors are self-harming (e.g., self-

induced vomiting, head hitting, eye gauging, self-scratching) or if they are 

dangerous to others (e.g., kicking, punching, scratching others, throwing items at 

others). This would be a novel area to research because no prior study has 

examined this variable in a discounting paradigm. However, experiencing an event 

in which another is aggressing towards oneself would likely be aversive; perhaps 

the motivation to end such an aversive stimulus impacts discounting rates more 

steeply than if the harmful behaviors were directed towards the client.  
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Investigating the discounting of behavioral interventions and monetary 

rewards by actual teachers could determine if results would be similar to the 

discounting of college students and, therefore, generalizable to clinical contexts. 

More delay discounting research should also investigate the use of videos; it could 

be that videos in the assessments also produce generalizable results. Doing so may 

also provide further support for the use of hypothetical rewards, vignettes, and even 

videos as a salient stimulus in delay discounting literature. If results are 

generalizable, then researchers can save resources because they can use an easier to 

access sample (i.e., college students) and/or use videos to ensure the most accurate 

responding. 

 If a treatment implementer, such as a parent or teacher, is found to have 

sensitivity to delays, support can be provided in the form of additional in-home 

training and more frequent follow-ups to ensure maintenance of skills. Future 

research can also study these potential interventions for delay discounting, 

including behavior skills training (BST). The discounting assessment could be 

delivered in a pre- and post- format and treatment integrity data can be collected in 

the same manner to determine if the discounting correlates to a lack of fluency in 

implementing the intervention as BST improves skill fluency. Past research has 

found that exposure to delays increased larger, later reward choices (Eisenberger & 

Adornetto, 1986; Renda & Madden, 2016). Specifically, exposure to delays as a 

discounting of treatment outcomes intervention could include having caregivers 
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complete discounting assessments, followed by future sessions where they would 

have to wait before entering a room with foods accessible. The length of time they 

would have to wait before being provided with food may be on a fixed or variable 

schedule. Following these sessions, the discounting assessments would be re-

administered to determine if the exposure to delays to reinforcement (i.e., waiting 

to access food) influenced the caregiver’s discounting rates. Another intervention 

that has been studied to reduce impulsivity, albeit in rats, is exposure to high-effort 

contingencies (Peck, 2020). This is useful if it is determined that discounting of 

behavioral interventions is influenced by the response effort of its implementation. 

Future studies can expand on Peck’s (2020) research by using humans as subjects 

and money or food as the reinforcer and administering the treatment outcomes 

assessment prior to and after training.   

This study provided insight in learning how teachers of students with ASD 

who exhibit challenging behavior may discount behavioral interventions. This 

study also lays the foundation for further research into the discounting of clinical 

variables to better train and support those who implement behavioral interventions. 

Overall, identifying the variables in which implementers discount treatment 

outcomes as well as determining the most effective means to treat impulsivity 

allows clinicians to best serve their clients. 
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Table 1 
  
Median (interquartile range) scores across vignette groups 
  

Group  N  k  AUC  R2  
Monetary          

Severe  25  .1156  .2091  .9258  
Mild  18  .0307  .2433  .8762  

Treatment          
Severe  25  .0701  .3473  .8714  

Mild  18  .0832  .2509  .8165  
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Table 2  
 
Median and interquartile range scores across all participants and both discounting 
assessments  
 

Metric  N  Monetary  Treatment  P-value  Correlation  (95% 
CI)  

k  43  .0575 (0, 1.56)  .0665 (0, 3.62)  .322  .507 (-.055, .556)  
R2  43  .9112 (-

1.06, .99)  
.8142 (-80.71, 
.99)  

.044  .054  
(-.408, .220)  

AUC  43  .2304 (0.3, .80)  .2883 (.02, .73)  .942  .436 (.108, .687)  
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Table 3 
  
Degree of correlation between all discounting assessments  
 
  MONETARY 

K  
SEVERE 
K  

MILD 
K  

MONETARY AUC  SEVERE 
AUC  

MILD 
AUC  

MONETARY 
K  

-  .485  .381  -  -.485  -.381  

SEVERE K  0.485  -  -  -  -.806  -  
MILD K  0.381  -  -  -  

  
-  -.778  

MONETARY 
AUC  
TREATMENT 
AUC  
TREATMENT 
K  

-.778  
  
-.471  
  
.507  

-0.366  
  
-  
  
-  

-.290  
  
-  
  
-  

-  
  
.436  
  
-.398  

.426  
  
-  
  
-  

.482  
  
-  
  
-  
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Figure 1  
 
 

  
 
The proportional value of 100% effective behavioral treatment following a delay  
 
Note. Median indifference points for each condition across the treatment 
discounting assessments   
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Figure 2  
 
 

  
 
The proportional value of $1,000 following a delay  
 
Note. Median indifference points for the monetary discounting assessments across 
both groups  
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Figure 3  
 
 

  
 
The proportional value of 100% effective behavioral treatment and 
$1,000 following a delay  
 
Note. Median indifference points for the treatment outcomes and monetary 
discounting assessments across both groups  
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Figure 4  
 
 

  
 
The proportional value of 100% effective (severe) behavioral treatment following a 
delay  
 
Note. Indifference points for the severe discounting assessment for a single 
participant  
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Figure 5  
 
 

  
  

 
The proportional value of 100% effective (mild) behavioral treatment following a 
delay  
 
Note. Indifference points for the mild discounting assessment for a single 
participant  
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Figure 6  
 
 

  
 
The proportional value of $1,000 following a delay  
 
Note. Indifference points for the monetary discounting assessment for a single 
participant 
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Appendix 

Informed Consent 
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